FS Home Learning – Monday 18th January 2021
Good morning everyone! We hope you all had a lovely restful weekend and enjoyed
the snow on Saturday Morning.
Here is today’s home learning. We look forward to seeing what you have been
learning at home. Have fun!
Funky Fingers Activity
Threading – Can you make your own piece of pasta jewellery or snake/worm? Use a
piece of string, tied in a knot at one end of a pipe cleaner and thread through
pasta shapes (penne works well). You could dye the pasta different colours
beforehand or colour it in with felt tips. If making a snake you could cut out a
snakes head to attach to the top and add some eyes.

Phonics
Revisit and review sounds from the last 2 weeks (s, a, t, p, i and n). Can you make
your own flash cards of the sounds we have reviewed so far – you could draw on
the character from the book and/or items that start with that letter. This will
also be an opportunity to once again practise the sparklemark for each of these
letter shapes. You can use these to revisit your sounds each time you practise
your phonics, adding to them as we review additional sounds.

Fairy Words
Fairy Word Bean Bag Toss – Write out the fairy words we have reviewed so far
and this weeks on to pieces of paper or card. Lay them out on to the floor with
the words facing up. Use a bean bag, small ball or another item small and suitable
to throw, whatever fairy word the bean bag lands on read out loud. To make it
even trickier you could adjust the distance that you have to throw from, or
remove the words as they are played so that your child reads different words,
ones that they might find trickier. Challenge: Choose one of the fairy words and
write it in a sentence.

Maths - Number Bonds to 5
Bean Bag Game - Children to use 5 bean bags /objects/ socks and throw them into
a circle or bowl. How many land inside the hoop? How many land outside?
Challenge: Can you think of different ways to record your results?

Watch - Number blocks Episode 12: The whole of me
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b08dr1l3/numberblocks-series-1-thewhole-of-me
Physical – Mr Mills Challenge
Catching - How many catches can you do in 60 seconds using one hand and two
hands? Ask your adult to throw the ball and either say 1 hand or 2 hands to use to
catch the ball.

